
 
 

FULL TIME - SWEET TREATS PRODUCTION 
 
Hi.  
 
You may know us for our food trucks, wedding catering, artisan breads and maybe 
doughnuts… With another truck on the way and the workshop in full production, we are 
in need of a full time capable pair of hands to help us continue to grow! 
 
This role will begin with clearly defined recipes and production schedule but ideally will 
grow to be sole charge, with product development, client liaison and staff management. 
So for the right person there is plenty of scope to develop. 
 
Sunday-Thursday 
Mondays and Sundays - Start time flexible - because the ovens are free! (8 hr shifts) 
Tuesday to Thursday - start time any time after 3pm (8hr shift) 
 
To be successful you'll need to be able to demonstrate the following: 
 
1. Bakery experience or experience in food manufacturing environment is preferable. 
2. Physically fit and able to lift up to 20kg; - flour is heavy!  
3. Strong problem solving skills - things go wrong. It’s how you find solutions to the 
problems that is important 
4.Good organisational and communication skills - there's lots to get done so making a 
plan and letting us know whats happening is super important 
5. Some knowledge of automated process equipment - the safe use of machinery and 
baking equipment is a must. 
6. Proven and reliable work history - this a job, you’ll be required to work, for the entire 
time you’re at work. Shock horror! 
7. An ability to work under pressure to meet production deadlines - we have a no 
excuses team, we get it done. No matter what.  
8. Pro-active and positive attitude - We need you to get sheeeet done, and we know 
baking tastes better when there's love poured in too (don't be gross) 



9. Flexibility to work overtime as required - it's going to happen, let's be realistic 
10. Ability to work solo, safely and effectively - on a plus side you can listen to any beats 
you want to 
11. Strong attention to detail - we need them cookies to come out the same every time 
12. Strong written and numerical skills - you’ll need to accurately stocktake, read 
recipes and leave notes for the day team. 
 
If you are looking for a challenge and an opportunity in the food/ baking industry, to join 
a game changing business that has plenty of scope for the future and are looking for a 
great place to work, then please apply via our website.  
 

- Due to the amount of applications we receive, we may only contact the 
successful applicants. 

 
- Applicants for this position should have NZ residency or a valid NZ work visa. 

 
- Remuneration depends on experience and how much you make our lives 

easier… ha! 
 

- We want this person to start tomorrow… but we’re obviously realistic that you 
probably have a job and need to resign on good terms so if you sound like our 
cup of tea we won't hesitate to get in touch for a catch up. Once we find the right 
person we will work with them to make a start plan. 

 
- We are Palmerston North Based so you will need to be too or happy to travel.  

 
- A clean drivers licence is also an advantage. 

 
Check out our Instagram, Facebook and Website for more info on who we are and what 

we do. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


